
 

 

RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Chris Andrews 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
chris.andrews@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Richard Boyd Barrett 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
richard.boydbarrett@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Mick Barry 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
mick.barry@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Cathal Berry 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
cathal.berry@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr John Brady 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
John.brady@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Colm Brophy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
colm.brophy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr James Browne 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
james.browne@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Martin Browne 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
martin.browne@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Richard Bruton 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
richard.bruton@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Pat Buckley  
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
pat.buckley@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Colm Burke 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
colm.burke@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Peter Burke 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
peter.burke@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Mary Butler 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
mary.butler@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Thomas Byrne 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
thomas.byrne@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Jackie Cahill 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
jackie.cahill@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Holly Cairns 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
holly.cairns@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Dara Calleary 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
dara.calleary@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Seán Canney 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
sean.canney@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Ciarán Cannon 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
ciaran.cannon@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Joe Carey 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
joe.carey@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Matt Carthy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
matt.carthy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Jack Chambers 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
jack.chambers@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Sorca Clarke 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
sorca.clarke@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Joan Collins 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
joan.collins@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael Collins 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.collins@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Niall Collins 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
niall.collins@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Catherine Connolly 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
catherine.connolly@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Rose Conway-Walsh 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
rose.conwaywalsh@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Patrick Costello 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
patrick.costello@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Simon Coveney 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
simon.coveney@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Barry Cowen 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
barry.cowen@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael Creed 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.creed@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Réada Cronin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
reada.cronin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Cathal Crowe 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
cathal.crowe@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Seán Crowe 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
sean.crowe@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr David Cullinane 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
david.cullinane@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Pa Daly 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
pa.daly@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Cormac Devlin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
cormac.devlin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Alan Dillon 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
alan.dillon@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Pearse Doherty 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
pearse.doherty@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Paul Donnelly 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
paul.donnelly@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Stephen Donnelly 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
stephen.donnelly@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Paschal Donohoe 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
paschal.donohoe@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Francis Noel Duffy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
francisnoel.duffy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Bernard Durkan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
bernard.durkan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Dessie Ellis 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
dessie.ellis@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Damien English 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
damien.english@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Alan Farrell 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
alan.farrell@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Mairéad Farrell 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
mairead.farrell@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Frankie Feighan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
frank.feighan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael Fitzmaurice 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.fitzmaurice@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Peter Fitzpatrick 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
peterm.fitzpatrick@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Joe Flaherty 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
joe.flaherty@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Charles Flanagan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
charles.flanagan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Sean Fleming 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
sean.fleming@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Norma Foley  
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
norma.foley@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Kathleen Funchion 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
kathleen.funchion@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Gary Gannon 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
gary.gannon@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Thomas Gould 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
thomas.gould@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Noel Grealish 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
noel.grealish@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Brendan Griffin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
brendan.griffin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Johnny Guirke 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
johnny.guirke@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Marian Harkin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
marian.harkin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Simon Harris 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
simon.harris@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Seán Haughey 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
sean.haughey@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Danny Healy-Rae 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
danny.healy-rae@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael Healy-Rae 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.healy-rae@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Martin Heydon 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
martin.heydon@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Emer Higgins 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
emer.higgins@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Neasa Hourigan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
neasa.hourigan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Brendan Howlin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
brendan.howlin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Heather Humphreys 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
heather.humphreys@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Paul Kehoe 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
paul.kehoe@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Alan Kelly 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
alan.kelly@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Gino Kenny 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
gino.kenny@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Martin Kenny 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
martin.kenny@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Claire Kerrane 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
claire.kerrane@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr John Lahart 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
john.lahart@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr James Lawless 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
james.lawless@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Brian Leddin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
brian.leddin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Pádraig Mac Lochlainn 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
padraig.maclochlainn@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael Lowry 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.lowry@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Jennifer Carroll MacNeill 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
jennifer.carrollmacneill@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Marc MacSharry 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
marc.macsharry@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Josepha Madigan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
josepha.madigan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Catherine Martin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
catherine.martin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Micheál Martin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
micheal.martin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Steven Matthews 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
steven.matthews@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Paul McAuliffe 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
paul.mcauliffe@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Charlie McConalogue 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
charlie.mcconalogue@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Mary Lou McDonald 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
marylou.mcdonald@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Helen McEntee 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
helen.mcentee@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Mattie McGrath 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
mattie.mcgrath@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael McGrath 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.mcgrath@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr John McGuinness 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
john.mcguinness@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Joe McHugh 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
joe.mchugh@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael McNamara 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.mcnamara@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Denise Mitchell 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
denise.mitchell@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Aindrias Moynihan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
aindrias.moynihan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael Moynihan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.moynihan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Imelda Munster 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
imelda.munster@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Catherine Murphy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
catherine.murphy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Eoghan Murphy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
eoghan.murphy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Paul Murphy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
paul.murphy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Verona Murphy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
verona.murphy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Johnny Mythen 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
johnny.mythen@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Ged Nash 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
Gerald.Nash@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Denis Naughten 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
denis.naughten@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Hildegarde Naughton 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
hildegarde.naughton@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Carol Nolan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
carol.nolan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Malcolm Noonan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
malcolm.noonan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Eoin Ó Broin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
eoin.obroin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Marc Ó Cathasaigh 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
marc.ocathasaigh@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Éamon Ó Cuív 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
eamon.ocuiv@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ceann Comhairle Seán Ó Fearghaíl 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
sean.ofearghail@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Donnchadh Ó Laoghaire 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
donnchadh.olaoghaire@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Ruairí Ó Murchú 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
ruairi.omurchu@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Aodhán Ó Ríordáin 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
Aodhan.ORiordain@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Aengus Ó Snodaigh 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
aengus.osnodaigh@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Darragh O'Brien 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
darragh.obrien@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Joe O'Brien 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
joe.obrien@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Cian O'Callaghan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
cian.ocallaghan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Jim O'Callaghan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
jim.ocallaghan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr James O'Connor 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
james.oconnor@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Jennifer Murnane O'Connor 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
jennifer.murnaneoconnor@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Willie O'Dea 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
willie.odea@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Kieran O'Donnell 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
kieran.odonnell@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Richard O'Donoghue 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
richard.odonoghue@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Patrick O'Donovan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
patrick.odonovan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Fergus O'Dowd 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
fergus.odowd@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Roderic O'Gorman 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
roderic.ogorman@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Louise O'Reilly 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
louise.oreilly@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Darren O'Rourke 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
darren.orourke@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Christopher O'Sullivan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
christopher.osullivan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Pádraig O'Sullivan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
padraig.osullivan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr John Paul Phelan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
johnpaul.phelan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Thomas Pringle 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
thomas.pringle@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Maurice Quinlivan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
maurice.quinlivan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Anne Rabbitte 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
anne.rabbitte@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Neale Richmond 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
neale.richmond@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Michael Ring 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
michael.ring@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Eamon Ryan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
eamon.ryan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Patricia Ryan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
patricia.ryan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Matt Shanahan 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
matt.shanahan@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Sean Sherlock 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
sean.sherlock@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Róisín Shortall 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
roisin.shortall@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Brendan  Smith 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
brendan.smith@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Brid Smith 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
brid.smith@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Duncan Smith 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
duncan.smith@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Niamh Smyth 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
niamh.smyth@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Ossian Smyth 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
ossian.smyth@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Brian Stanley 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
brian.stanley@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr David Stanton 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
 david.stanton@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Peadar Tóibín 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
peadar.toibin@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Robert Troy 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
robert.troy@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Pauline Tully 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
pauline.tully@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Leo Varadkar 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
leo.varadkar@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Mr Mark Ward 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
mark.ward@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Jennifer Whitmore 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
jennifer.whitmore@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
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RE: Easing of Restrictions and Beyond for the Hair, Beauty and Spa Industry 
 
25/11/2020 
 
Dear Ms Violet-Anne Wynne 
 
Dáil Éireann, Leinster House, Kildare Street, Dublin 2 
violet-anne.wynne@oireachtas.ie 
 
The personal grooming industry presented a solution-based approach to government on the reopening and 
activating of our industry in a safe and systematic manner. Our collective engagement with Minister Heather 
Humphreys and the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation and the Health and Safety Authority led 
to the development of a Roadmap for Reopening Hair Salons and Barbers, and Beauty Salons and Spa’s. 
Throughout this pandemic our members have conducted business in a professional and exemplar manner. 
Businesses within the hair, beauty and spa sector have continually complied with the regulations and lockdowns 
in the public interest. 
 
Hairdressers, Barbers, Beauticians, and all other industry colleagues have gone over and above the requirements 
laid out in the Government’s Return to Work Safely Protocol to ensure the safety of their clients and staff. Yet we 
find ourselves redundant once again. Little reassurance has been given to the business community to give 

confidence in the roadmap that lies head, as we listen to leaders say they cannot assure us that a 3rd. lockdown 
will not happen. Communication strategies are giving conflicting messages, as we watched our testing regime 
take days and our tracing capacity fall to pieces, we start to seriously question the path forward. 
 
As an industry we closed our doors in mid-March and reopened at the end of June. Salons had 17 weeks of 
trading between the lockdowns before they were instructed to close yet again on the 22nd of October. In the 17-
week period of trading, this industry has proven to be a safe and responsible environment. Salons by their very 
nature are controlled environments operating by appointments and when clients are in the salons, they are 
stationary limiting the movement of people. Salons across Ireland have invested extremely heavily in structural 
modifications and screening, PPE, training, enhanced sanitization, screening of clients for COVID-19 symptoms, 
retention of data for contact tracing, reduced capacity to ensure social distance of the full 2 metres and many 
salons have gone as a far as being independently audited to ensure compliance with the guidelines. Yet as an 
industry we sit and watch our colleagues classed as essential services continue to trade with far less measures in 
place. 
 
As an industry we have more then played our part in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in our professional 
environments and yet we find ourselves debating reopening dates, fearful of rolling lockdowns and firmly on the 
brink of industry ruination due to a thriving black economy. 
 
While we appreciate the unprecedented impact of this global pandemic and the impact this has had on all aspects 
of our society and economy, it is clear that the current government strategy is flawed and is suppressing an 
industry that has proven itself to be extremely responsible. 
 
Our members have been extremely vocal about their dissatisfaction around the Government’s communication 
strategy regarding the reopening of businesses. At this point, an entire industry has taken appointments for all of 
December including the 1st. Thousands of our industry colleagues understood the statement made by An 
Taoiseach on Oct 19th, to mean they would reopen their doors on the 1st of December and now we find out this 
is not the case and they are not permitted to reopen their doors until Dec 2nd as the current regulation does not 
expire until midnight on the 1st.  “If each of us does what is asked of us for a period of just six weeks, we will 
suppress this virus and we will emerge from these restrictions on the 1st December” Salons nationally are fully 
booked in December and have limited capacity to rearrange clients to a later date, therefore we urge 
Government to amend the current regulation to allow for an earlier reopening so that salons can continue to 
provide a controlled environment. 
 
While we fully appreciate the unpredictable nature of this COVID-19, we are 5 weeks into our second lockdown, 
and we are none the wiser as to Government’s plan for reopening. With less than 1 week to go, the lack of a clear
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Margaret O’Rourke Doherty, 

communication plan and a fully confirmed reopening date is an extreme source of anxiety, serious stress and 
avoidable worry for thousands of SME’s who are required to ensure the economic activity continues on this 
Island. The reactivation of a business cannot be done with a flick of a switch, it requires careful planning, and the 
current lack of clarity does not support our business community, or employees. 
 
We urge the Government to take on board the following. 

1. Urgent amendment to the current regulations. Personal grooming services must be allowed to open 

their doors and trade earlier than the 2nd of December as they are currently all fully booked on the 1st 
of December. 

2. The blanket closure of personal grooming services at level 4 and 5 is an extremely unjustified approach. 
Urgent amendment to the classification of personal grooming services from “non-essential services” is 
required. Personal grooming services should be classified as an “Essential Service” and allowed to 
remain open for the duration of this pandemic for multiple reasons including mental health and 
wellbeing. 

3. A clear strategy to avoid future rolling lockdowns is required, the use of continual crude lockdowns as a 

method to control the virus must be avoided as SME’s will not survive a 3rd lockdown and compliance 
may dwindle. 

4. Personal grooming services must be excluded from any future lockdown, particularly as the industry 
has not been noted in any way as an area of concern or source of infection. 

5. The strengthening of our testing and tracing regime is essential, which should be extended to include 
antigen testing that is more widely and rapidly accessible. 

6. Enhanced engagement and communication with the business community in advance of major decision 
will strengthen the understanding of the needs and challenges faced by SME’s nationally. 

 
The hair and beauty industry has proven beyond doubt that it is a safe and responsible environment, and this has 
been echoed by various professionals and research: 
 

➢ Tony O’Brien (former head of the HSE) noted that the hairdressers should be allowed to reopen during 
Level 5 Restrictions as they have demonstrated that they can work safely during the pandemic 

➢ It is clear from the Weekly HPSC Epidemiology reports that personal grooming services carried out 
within a controlled professional environment are not a super spreader or a major source of clusters of 
COVID-19 

➢ A recent publication by HIQA compiled various research from across the world, within this report there 
is one reference to salons which notes “No significant association was found between any of the other 
exposures and infection with SARS-CoV-2 ” which further confirms and demonstrates that salons are a 
safe environment. (HIQA, Evidence Summary on activities and settings associated with SARS-Cov-2 
Transmissions, P-19) 

➢ A report from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention notes the Absence of Apparent 
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from Two Stylists After Exposure at a Hair Salon with a Universal Face 
Covering Policy — Springfield, Missouri, May 2020 

➢ Additionally, the UK Government has just announced that personal grooming services will be allowed 
to remain open in all 3 tiers from the 2nd of December.  

 
Should you require additional information HABIC would welcome the opportunity to discuss the above issues with 
you and to outline the needs of the personal grooming industry who are members of your constituency. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

CEO, 
Hair and Beauty Industry Confederation (HABIC) 
Enterprise Centre, Hill Road, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim  
Phone; 0719615200  
Web; www.habic.ie  
 

https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-40075769.html
https://www.irishexaminer.com/news/arid-40075769.html
https://www.hpsc.ie/a-z/respiratory/coronavirus/novelcoronavirus/surveillance/covid-19outbreaksclustersinireland/COVID-19%20Weekly%20Outbreak%20Highlights_Web_Week462020_17112020_v.1.0.pdf
https://www.hiqa.ie/sites/default/files/2020-11/Evidence-summary-activities-and-settings-at-higher-risk.pdf
https://www.hiqa.ie/sites/default/files/2020-11/Evidence-summary-activities-and-settings-at-higher-risk.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6928e2.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6928e2.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6928e2.htm
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-restriction-tiers-what-you-need-to-know#contents
http://www.habic.ie/

